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Abstract 
Queueing networks are considered with limited station clusters. A general 
characterization is given, in terms of local solutions of state dependent 
traffic equations, from which the existence and structure of a product 
form can be concluded. This characterization leads to new product form 
examples such as with a weak reversible cluster routing or a non-rever-
sible routing both within and in between limited station clusters, as 
extensively illustrated. 
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1. Introduction 
Over the last decades queueing network analysis has gained a wide 
popularity for performance evaluation purposes of computer, communication 
and manufacturing systems (cf. [3], [16], [18], [24], [25], [29]). 
Performance estimates might for instance be used for load balancing, flow 
control or design purposes. A vast majority of the literature has been 
concerned with explicit product type expressions, related to Jackson's 
celebrated product form for the steady state joint queue length distribu-
tion. Generally, these product form results are known to be related to 
various notions of partial balance (cf. [5], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], 
[15], [21], [29], [30]). Unfortunately, realistic features such as 
blocking, synchronous servicing, resource sharing and routing control 
generally turn out to violate such notions. 
Particularizing to the phenomenon of blocking, an important exception 
to this is the 'reversible' case with applications such as a central 
processor computer system (e.g. [4]), communication networks such as 
ALOHA, CSMA, Rude-CSMA, BTMA (cf. [4], [20], [27], [28]) or a centrally 
controlled material handling manufacturing system (cf. [31]). More pre-
cisely product forms have been obtained under the strong conditions of: 
(i) a reversible routing, and (ii) the assumption of capacity limitations 
or storage constraints imposed upon only individual stations (cf. [1], 
[2], [3], [9], [10], [14], [15], [20], [22], [27], [28]). Though some 
extensions to non-reversible routing situations have been obtained (cf. 
[10], [11]), from a practical point of view the reversible routing can be 
regarded as almost necessary for the case of limited individual stations. 
In practice, however, one often encounters capacity constraints upon 
clusters of stations rather than upon individual stations. In computer 
networks, for example, parallel processors may have to use a common re-
source or store and forward buffers are pooled together. In telecommuni-
cation, messages from different sources may have to contend for available 
trunks of a limited trunk group. And in manufacturing, a number of work-
stations along an assembly line may have to share a common storage pool. 
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For special cases of limited clusters product form results have been 
reported. In [13] and [18] arrival and departure constraints are imposed 
depending on the total number of jobs of a single Jacksonian network. The 
finite circuit switching network in [6] can be seen as a special example 
under exponential messages. In [17] and [26] the branching out of entry 
nodes to various parallel processors is allowed to model total capacity 
restrictions. Roughly speaking, however, all these references essentially 
come down to a form of reversible cluster routing (see section 4). 
This paper aims to provide a unifying framework from which product 
form results for queueing networks with cluster limitations can be con-
cluded. The main novel results are: 
1. A concrete condition, in terms of local solutions of traffic 
equations, from which the existence and structure of a product 
form expression can be concluded. 
2. A number of novel product form examples with limited clusters. 
Particularly, examples with a weak-reversible, a reversible and a 
non-reversible cluster routing are distinguished. 
To highlight the essential features, the presentation will first be re-
stricted to closed exponential systems with one type of customer. Exten-
sions to open, non-exponential and multi-class networks are briefly dis-
cussed afterwards. 
The model is described in section 2 while the conditions and product 
form result are given in section 3. A scala of examples is presented in 
section 4 and the above extensions are briefly discussed in section 5. An 
evaluation concludes the paper. 
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Model 
Consider a closed network with N service stations and M jobs. A job 
at station i requires a random amount of service with mean ui1, 
i=l,...,N. Throughout we will use the notation 
n = (nx ,nz nN) with nx + n2 + . . . + nH - M 
m -» (m1 ,m2 mN) with m1 + m2 + ... + mK - M-l 
and we will consider states of the form: 
n m + ej = (ml >m2 m j - l » m j + l i m j + l % ) 
to indicate the state in which n constitutes the population vector m 
with one additional job at station j, j-l,...,N. For a vector n 
=(nx,...,nN), let n+ei-e^ denote the same vector with one job moved from 
station i to j. Also m+e^ is the vector m with one job more at station j 
and n-ej is the vector n with one job less at station j. 
Servicing. Service requirements are assumed to be independent and expo-
nential with parameter fiL at station i, i-l,...,N. For arbitrary strictly 
positive functions x(n) and $(n) the service speed of station j when the 
system is in state n=m+ej is given by 
f j (m+ej ) = x(m)/<E'(m+ej ) (2.1) 
Routing. Assume that the N stations are partitioned in P disjoint clus-
ters, say clusters Cx Cp, such as illustrated in figure 1. . 
Jackson 
network 
c3 
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network 
Jackson 
network 
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We introducé the notation: 
s = (sx sp) with s1 + ... + sp = M 
t = (tx ,...,tp) with tx + ... + tp - M-l 
and consider cluster configurations of the form: 
s - t + ep - (tj, tp.1,tp+l,tp+1,...,tp) 
to indicate that Sj=tj jobs are currently within cluster Cj for j^ p and 
sp=tp+l within cluster Cp . The vectors s+eq-ep, t+ep and s—ep are de-
fined similarly as for s«=n and t=m. Let B(t) for all possible p,q and 
vectors t be a given value between 0 and 1 (0 and 1 included) . Let c(i) 
be the cluster number of the cluster containing station i. 
The routing protocol can now be described as follows. Upon completion 
of a service at station i a job requests to route to station j with proba-
bility Pij . When the other jobs constitute cluster vector t, that is tk 
from the other jobs are present in cluster Cj. for k=l P, this request 
is accepted with probability 
Bpq(t) (p - c(i), q - c(j)). 
When the routing request is rejected, the job has to remain at station i 
where it has to undergo a new service. Here it is noted that this descrip-
tion also applies to routing requests within one and the same cluster, 
that is, with q=p. Particularly, by Bpp(t)-0 we can effectively stop the 
servicing of the entire cluster Cp as will be used later on (see example 
4.3(1)). 
Let us give two examples of the blocking function B. Herein as well 
as in the sequel the symbol 1(A) denotes the indicator of an event A, i.e. 
1(A)=1 if event A is satisfied and l(A)-0 otherwise. 
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Example 2.1. (Independent departure/arrival blocking). Frequently a se-
parate independent blocking mechanism for leaving and for entering a 
cluster is involved. This is reflected by 
Bpq(t) = Dp(~t)Aq(~t), (2.2) 
where D (.) represents a departure blocking or delay factor for leaving 
cluster C , while Aq(.) represents an arrival blocking for entering clus-
ter Cq. 
ƒ Jackson 1 
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Particularly, these departure and arrival blockings may depend upon only 
the individual cluster size, in which case for certain functions dp(.) and 
Dp(t) .- dpCtp) (2.3) 
Aq('t) - aq(tq). 
As a special example, a capacity limit of no more than Nq jobs at cluster 
C is modeled by 
Bpq(t) - l(tq < N q). (2.4) 
Example 2.2. (Resource sharing between clusters). Beyond capacity limi-
tations within clusters, such as due to storage constraints, different 
clusters themselves may have to share some restricted resource such as a 
storage pool, central processor or transmission device. For example, 
consider a.three clusters system with capacity limitations Np for cluster 
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p=2,3 and, in addition, a commonly shared pool of size K for clusters 2 
and 3. Then this is modeled by 
B_q(t) = l(t+e_ <E C) 
with 
G = {s|s < N_, p=2,3, s2+s3 < K). (2.5) 
Figure 3 
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3. Product form characterization 
Assume that there exists a unique 
some set S of admissible states. To v. 
form it suffices to verify the global 
equations. These in turn are guarantee 
balance equations" stating that for a 
admissible state: 
n 7r(.) for 
particular 
'olmogorov) 
"station 
ly and any 
"the rate out of that state due to ; 
the rate into that state due to an (3.1) 
To formalize (3.1), consider a fixed st 
with cluster "< 
requires that 
vector s. Let m=n-ej and t 
ate n say 
(3.1) 
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nim+e^fx^xW/^im+B^] ^ PjiBc{ j )c {i , <t) -
SA *(h*et)fii[X(a)/*(.m*ei)] p± jBc(1 )c (J , (t) . (3.2) 
Here it is noted that a blocked routing request is not included as it 
would actua ".ly contribute equally to both sides. Conversely, by checking 
(3.2) for all possible m and j such that n=m+ej is admissible global 
balance and thus stationarity is proven. 
q-model. In order to investigate whether a solution of (3.2) does exist 
and how this solution can be computed, it will appear handy first to 
consider a slightly different model, called the q-model. To this end, 
consider the local version of (3.1) for a fixed m. Without restriction of 
generality (see remark 3.7 below), assume that this local equation has a 
unique probability solution (y(j |m) Inn-e^eS) . That is, with m fixed and 
for any j-1,..., N we have: 
y(j|m) S4 P j i B c U ) c ( i ) ( t ) - S i y(i|i)PijBe(i)c( j , (t) . 
or more detailedly with p-c(j): 
yü|nO(Iq#p Iiecq Pji Bpq(t) + L ec p Pji Bpp(t)} = 
Iq*P L e C q y<i|») Pij BqP(t) + IieCp PiJ Bpp(i). (3.3) 
For any fixed m, now let S(m)={m+ej |m+ej€S} and consider the local 
solutions {y(i|m)} at S(m). Then we can define an additional Markov 
chain called the q-model, by transition rates q(m+ei-*m+ej) for a 
transition from state m+eiGS(m) in state m+ej€S(m) such that 
q (m+e j -+ m+ei ) y (i | m) 
__ . _
 ( 3 > 4 ) 
q(m+ei -<• m+ej ) y(j |m) 
while transition rates q(.,.) not of this form are defined to be equal to 
0. First observe that this Markov chain is restricted to the same state 
space S. Also note that its transition rates q for any fixed m are 
unique up to a constant factor at S(m). 
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Consider a fixed q-model and denote its stationary distribution by 
$(.). Theorem 3.1 below will then relate this artifial q-model with the 
possibility of a product form expression for the original model. First, we 
need a definition in correspondence with the literature (cf. [15]). 
Definition. The q-model is reversible if for all m and m+ei ,m+ei e S(m): 
(^nn-ei) y(i|m) 
—. — '
 (3
-
5) 
^(m+ej) y(j|m) 
Theorem 3.1. (Characterization of product form). The stationary distri-
bution 7r(.) satisfies the station balance equations (3.2) for all m+ejGS 
if and only if the q-model is reversible. Further, with *(.) satisfying 
(3.5) and c a normalizing constant, then for all neS: 
N 
ir(n) - c *(n) $(n) II <l//*± )Xil (3.6) 
i-l 
Proof. Assume that the q-model is reversible and consider the distribu-
tion ?r(.) defined by (3.6). Then from (3.6) and (3.5): 
ic(m+ei) y(i|m) ^ (m+ei) /*. 
__ . . . (3.7) 
7r(m+ej) y(j |m) $(m+ej ) /iA 
By substituting (3.7) in (3.2), after dividing the left and right hand 
side of (3.2) by 7r(m+ej) and cancelling x(m)• equation (3.2) reduces to 
(3.3), which is guaranteed by definition of (y(i|m)}. The distribution 
defined by (3.6) is hereby proven to be a stationary distribution which 
satisfies (3.2). Conversely, assume that the stationary distribution n(.) 
satisfies (3.2) for any fixed m. Then {y(.|m)} chosen by 
y(i|m) n(m+ei) ^(n+ei)"1^ 
(3.8) 
y(j|m) jr(m+ej) $(n+ej )~1ni 
will satisfy (3.3). Recalling that y(.|m) is uniquely determined up to a 
constant factor, reversibility of the q-model, that is (3.5), will then 
be guaranteed by choosing *(.) such that 
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^(m+ei) n(m+ei) $(n+ei)"1/ni 
__ . __ .
 (3.9) 
$(m+ej ) 7r(m+ej ) $(n+ej')"1|ij 
and normalizing *(.). Furthermore, from (3.9) the form (3.6) is easily 
concluded. D 
The practical advantage of the above characterization of station 
balance and (3.6) by introducing a q-model is expressed by the following 
corollary. Roughly, it shows when and of which form product form results 
can be concluded and how these can be computed based upon merely the local 
solutions y(.|.) of the local routing equations (3.3). These local Solu-
tions are often much easier to obtain. 
Corollary 3.2. (Routing invariance condition). There exists a stationary 
distribution TT(.) of the form (3.6) which satisfies the station balance 
equations (3.2) if and only if for some function *(.) either: 
(i) (3.5) holds for all m and any m+ei.m+e^ e S(m), 
or: 
(ii) for some reference state n0 and all neS: 
y(Jkl%) z 
n 
k-l 
'Uk!™*; 1 
*(n) (3.10) 
for all possible trajectories of the form 
n0 = mi+ij. -» nii+Ji - m2+i2 -* m2+j2 - . . . -
- rök+ik •* % + J k ~ mk + i + i k + i •* % + i + J k + i " • • • - m z + J z = n 
for which all denominators in (3.10) are positive and where z is 
arbitrary. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of the reversibility condition (3.4) and 
the well-known Kolmogorov criterion for reversibility (cf. [8], p.21). D 
Theorem 3.1 and corollary 3.2 are summarized by: 
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Conclusion 3.3. To conclude a stationary distribution of the form (3.6), 
we need to: 
(i) compute local solutions y(.|.) of the equations (3.3) and 
(ii) check (3.5) or (3.10) for the function *(.). 
Remark 3.4. (Non-reversible routing). It is emphasized that condition 
(3.10) allows the original Markov chain to be non-reversible. Particular-
ly, as will be illustrated in the next section, we may have a non-rever-
sible routing both within and in between clusters. 
Remark 3.5. (Limited station case). Even for the more Standard case with» 
capacity limitations only for individual stations (in the present setting 
that is with each station seen as a separate cluster), theorem 3.1 and 
corollary 3.2 have not been reported explicitly in the literature. 
Remark 3.6. (Checking (3.10) directly). As will be illustrated in the 
next section, the local solutions y(.|.) are often easily calculated. 
These local solutions may directly suggest a required form of #(.) in or-
der to satisfy (3.5). As a consequence, rather than checking (3.10) for 
all possible trajectories, instead we can simply check whether expression 
(3.6) with this suggested form of tf(.) indeed satisfies (3.2). All the 
examples in the next section have so been verified directly. 
Remark 3.7. (Irreducibility of local chains). The assumption of a unique 
solution, up to normalization, of the local balance equation (3.3) for any 
fixed m is equivalent to requiring that the local Markov chain at S(m) 
is irreducible. However, from (3.4), (3.5) and the proof of theorem 3.1 it 
is readily concluded that only ratios of the local solutions y(.|.) need 
to be unique for states m+ei and m+e^ that communicate at S(m). The re-
sults, therefore, remain valid if this local irreducibility assumption is 
relaxed to local chains which decompose in irreducible (or ergodic) sets. 
In other words that is, the local chain at S(m) for the original q-model 
may not contain transient states. Such a relaxation can be useful for 
modeling blocked situations (cf. [5]). 
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Remark 3.8. (Service speed functions). Note the specific form (2.1) for 
the service speed of station j with a different function x a n d *• This 
form has not been reported explicitly in the literature. In contrast (cf. 
[2], [8], [15], [16]) one usually finds x=$. The extensions $*x allows 
more flexibility in network dependent service speeds, such as with special 
service delay or acceleration factors. However, as this paper is 
essentially concerned with blocking and cluster limitations, we do not 
elaborate on it. 
4. Examples 
This section provides a number of network examples with limited 
clusters which exhibit a product form as according to the results of sec-
tion 3. These examples are not exhaustive but are aimed to give one a uni-
fying insight of the essential features involved (reversibility, service 
delay, deterministic routing, branching) that determine whether or not a 
product form can be expected in a practical situation. All these examples, 
except for example 4.3 (iii), appear to be new as will be made clear. 
Example 4.3 (iii) is included to show that the different framework with 
limited groups of stations as presented in [17] and extended in [26] is 
essentially covered as a reversible-type example. 
Throughout, let [X1 AH} be a solution, unique up to normalization, 
of the traffic equations 
h - L *i Pij (VJ>- <4.1> 
Further, only the routing will be addressed or more precisely the determi-
nation of the function *(.) appearing in (3.6). The servicing can be 
thought of with any form (2.1). 
4.1 Weak reversible cluster routing 
Suppose that for each cluster p, station jeCp and cluster Cq^Cp 
j 2aecq Pji = 2,iecp *i Pij (4.2) 
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In words that is, a transition from one cluster to another and vice versa 
for one and the same station is reversible. The blocking function Bpq(t) 
is assumed to be of the form (2.2) and (2.3) where for certain numbers 
Lp ^ V 
M U P 
M1* 
) - 0 and ap(s ) > 0 for s < Up 
) = 0 and dp(s) > 0 for s > Lp 
(4.3) 
so that the number of jobs in cluster p cannot exceed Up or drop below L^  
Then with 
B__(.) - 1 (p-1 P) (4.4) 
S - { n| Lp < sp < Up, p-1 P}( (4.5) 
the local routing equations (3.3) are easily verified by 
y(i|m) = [ap(sp-l)/dp(sp)]Ai (p-c(i)) (4.6) 
This guarantees (3.5) and thus also the product form (3.6) with 
*(n) = {n [AJ "Ij n nP [ap(k-l)/dp(k)]j (n e S) (4.7) 
Remark 4.1 (Service continuation). In contrast with the example 4.2 below, 
note that here servicing and routing within clusters is continued normally 
regardless of the probability with which jobs can actually leave the 
cluster. Only cluster departures are blocked or delayed. 
Remark 4.2 (Literature). This example doesn't seem to be available in the 
literature. More precisely, it extends the more Standard product form 
results for networks with blocking as mentioned in the introduction, in 
that the routing is allowed to be "partially nón-reversible" (viz. within 
clusters), and to be "weakly reversible" in between clusters. It essentially 
differs from [13] and [18] in that a blocked departure of a cluster leads 
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to a repetition only at the last visited service station rather than a re-
circulation throughout the entire cluster. Further these references basic-
ally restrict to one cluster with a Poissonian input. The results from 
[17] and [26] can be seen as a weakly reversible or rather reversible 
example as will be argued in example 4.3 (iii), but allow only arrival 
blocking of parallel processors after visiting a common entry station. 
Blocking in between clusters is hereby excluded. 
Special case: Reversible cluster routing 
Most naturally, suppose that a job which completes a service at a 
cluster p and which wishes to leave this cluster, will request a next ser-
vice at a station of cluster q with probability Rpq. Then by assuming that 
for certain values {y1 , . . . ,-y ) : 
Rpq - 7q R, qp (v p,q) (4.8) 
the weak reversibtlity condition (4.2) can be satisfied in various 
natural situations such as the following two. 
(i) One input/output station per cluster. Each cluster has one particu-
lar station at which jobs enter and leave the cluster. Then necessarily, 
Aj/Ai •" Tj/7i (c(i))=p, c(j)=q*p) (4.9) 
by which (4.2) is readily verified. 
»-r v-*- »> 
Figure 4 Figure 5 
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For instance, this special station can represent a memory module that is 
to be updated upon entrance and departure (see figure 4). Or, this station 
can represent the communication channel of a token ring system (figure 5). 
(ii) Parallel processors. Each cluster may constitute a number of parallel 
processors. Upon entering a cluster p a job is assigned processor j with 
probability b (j). Upon service completion at this processor it requests 
to route to cluster q with probability Rpq. Then (3.3) is guaranteed by 
Aj - 7P bp(j) (p-c(j)) (4.10) 
fl — * — 
4 — 
Figure 6 
4.2 Reversible cluster routing and delay 
Now we will relax the weak reversibility cbndition (4.2) per indi-
vidual station j to merely the reversibility condition (4.8) for the 
routing from one cluster to another without requiring a single input/ out-
put station per cluster (example 4.1 (i) or only one station visiting at a 
cluster (example 4.1 (ii)). Instead, the price for this relaxation is some 
other type of condition that can be imposed. We will illustrate three of 
these. Combinations of them are directly concluded and the possibilities 
are not exhaustive. Essentially, they all come down to some form of total 
or partial delay of an entire cluster when departures from that cluster 
will be blocked. 
Allover in this subsection, assume that the routing probabilities are 
of the forjn 
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Pij - gp(i) Kpq bqÜ') (jeCq*Cp), (4.11) 
reflecting that routing from one cluster to another is uniform over all 
source and destination nodes within these clusters, while routing within a 
cluster is arbitrary according routing probabillties Pij. Further, assume 
that the cluster routing satisfies the reversibility condition (4.8) 
while {Alt...,AN} satisfies (4.1). 
(i) Deterministic routing; total cluster delay 
In this example we allow a cluster to have blocked departures provided 
the routing to the next cluster is deterministic. Roughly, when departures 
wlll be blocked also servicing within the cluster is to be blocked. 
Figure 7 
For example, consider a network of two connected Jacksonian clusters. 
When cluster p contains t jobs the servicing at each station of the other 
cluster p+l[mod2] is delayed by a factor ap(tp). For instance, with 
a2(t2)=0 not only departures from cluster 1 but also the services at all 
stations of cluster 1 are to be stopped. With 
B n(t) - B12(t) - a2(t2) 
B22(t) - B21(t) - ax(tx) 
(4.12) 
and 
S - {n I t x < Nj , t 2 < N 2 , t i + t j - M}, (4.13) 
where Np=min{k|ap(k)=0), the traffic equations (3.3) for a station jeCx 
now become 
- 1 6 -
y ( j | m ) { L e C l + L e C 2 P j i ) a 2 ( t 2 ) -
L e C i P i j y ( i |m) a 2 ( t 2 ) + S i e C z P i j y ( i | m ) a ^ t ^ ) . (4.14) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g y ( j |m>=0 for a l l i . j e q i f a 1 ( t 1 ) - 0 and y( i |m)=0 for ieC2 
i f a 2 ( t 2 ) = 0 and 
f - \ j * i ( t i ) ( j e q ) 
y ( j | i ) \ (4.15) 
L
 - \ j a 2 ( t 2 ) (J6C2) 
otherwise, these equations are directly verified by (4.1). For jeC2 this 
is completely similar. The reversibility expression (3.5) and thus also 
the product form (3.6) is hereby guaranteed with 
sp-l sp-2 N ni 
*(n) - n ax(k) n a2(k) n (Xx) (neS) (4.16) 
k=0 k-O i-1 
With a1(.) and a2(.) indicator functions and the first cluster replaced by 
a Poissonian input or essentialy a single station, the above result has 
already been proven in Jackson's classical paper [13] and extended to 
multi-class situations in [18]. Here, however, as naturally arises in 
practice, one can think of connected limited networks (e.g. interconnected 
local or metropolitan area networks, cf. [23]) or a network (cluster 2) 
fed by another network (cluster 1) such as in sequential processing (e.g. 
manufacturing). Furthermore, in these papers servicing at the second 
cluster is assumed to be continued even though ax(.)=0. However, when a 
job departs cluster 2 while a1(.)-0 it is then recirculated as a newly 
entering job at cluster 2 (or equivalently, a new job is triggered upon 
blocking). In contrast, the above stopping mechanism as used in this 
example seems more natural and is known as communication protocol. 
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(ii) No departure blocking 
Here, randomized routing upon leaving a cluster to different clus-
ters is allowed provided (departure) blocking can hereby not arise. For 
example, in figure 8 below with finite capacity limitation N3 at cluster 3 
but infinite capacities at clusters 1 and 2, jobs departing cluster 3 will 
route to cluster 1 with fixed probability p and 2 with probability 1-p 
without ever being blocked. 
Jackson 
network 
1 P 
N3 
3 
Jackson 
network 
2 
1-P 
Figure 8 
In accordance with ( i ) the servicing a t a l l s ta t ions of c lus te rs 1 and 2 
is to be stopped as soon and long as c lus te r 3 i s saturated, i . e . 
when t3=N3 . 
As before, the local routing equations (4.1) r e s t r i c t e d to 
S=(n|s3<N3} now become for j€Cp , p=l ,2: 
y ( j | » ) t I i e C l Pji + I i ec 3 Pj i ) Kt3<N3) -
L 6 C l y(i|rö) Pij. Kt3<N3) + X i ec3 y(i |m) Pij l(t3+l<N3) (4.17) 
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while for j e C 3 : 
y ( j |m) l ( t 3 + l < N 3 ) -
2 i 6 c 3 y ( i | m ) l ( t 3 + l < N 3 ) p u + S p _ 1 ( 2 S i e C p y ( i |m) P i j l ( t 3 < N 3 ) 
(4 .18) 
which are both directly verified by (4,1) when choosing y(j|m)=Aj for all 
j. Expressions (3.5) and (3.6) restricted to S thus apply with *(n) given 
-by (4.16) and a1(.)=a2(.)=1 substituted. 
(iii) Single station visiting ; resource sharing example 2.2 
Randomized routing from a cluster to different clusters with blocking 
can be accounted for when the job has visited only one station at that 
cluster. For example, reconsider example 2.2 with cluster 1 representing a 
parallel processor system. 
p / 
Jackson 
network 
—*— 
w 
l - p \ 
Jackson 
network 
Figure 9 
A job which enters cluster 1 is assigned processor j with probability 
Pj. When completing its servicing at this processor it routes to cluster 2 
with probability p provided s2<Nz and s2+s3<K or to cluster 3 with 
probability 1-p provided s3<N3 and s2+s3<K. Otherwise it has to undergo a 
new service at that same processor. Further, cluster 1 is assumed to have 
an infinite storing capacity (N1=«). The local routing equations (3.3) re-
stricted to S={n | s2<N3, s3<N3, s2+s3<K) then become for 
JGCp) p=2,3: 
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y ( j |m) l ( t p + l < N p ) -
L e C l y(i |N> Pi j K t p < N p ) + E i e C p y ( i |m) P l J l ( t p + l < N p ) (4.19) 
and for j e C j : 
y ( j |m){p l ( t 2 < N 2 ) + (1-p) l ( t 3 < N 3 ) } -
E i 6 c 2 7 ( i | m ) l ( t 2 + l < N 2 ) P i j + X i € C 3 y ( i |m) l ( t 3 + l < N 3 ) P i j (4.20) 
Both (4.19) and (4.20) a re s t i l l s a t i s f i e d by s u b s t i t u t i n g y(j|m)=Aj as 
the s p e c i a l ( i . e . r e v e r s i b l e ) r o u t i n g s t r u c t u r e and (4 .1) imply for a l l 
AjP " I i e c 2 Xi P i j 
(4.21) 
Ajd-P) = Iiec3 Ai Pij • 
Expressions (3.5) and (3.16) restricted to S then apply with 
*(n) = II [Aj" 1. (4.22) 
i 
4.3 Non-reversible cluster routing 
In the examples below the reversible cluster routing (4.8) will be 
violated. Instead, the blocking protocols become more special (examples (i) 
and (ii)) or a special entry buffering (example (iii)) is in order. The 
first two examples seem to be new and can be seen as cluster extensions of 
examples in [10] and [11] for single stations.The third example is included 
to illustrate that the somewhat different setting from [26] is covered. 
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(i) Anticipative blocking 
Consider an arbitrary network with P-clusters and routing probabili-
ties -pLi . Cluster Cp has a capacity limitation of Np jobs, p=»l P. As 
soon and long as one of the clusters is saturated, i.e. cluster G when 
sp=Np, servicing at all stations at any other cluster is to be stopped. 
For example, in the f igure below departures and services not only at 
cluster 2 but also at cluster 1 (anticipatory) are to be stopped. 
—L_HO-*0" 
Jackson network 
•ChOO-H 
Jackson network 
N, N, 
Figure 10 
Note that this protocol prevents more than one cluster to become saturated 
at the same time. This can be of practical interest from a reliability 
point of view so as to avoid deadlocks, or catastrophies or to guarantee a 
certain system efficiency. Generally, the set of possible states is thus 
given by 
S = {n | sp < Np p-l,...,P and s +s < N +N for all p*q). 
(4.23) 
With 
B__ (t) -.1 (tc < Nc for all c#p) (Vq) 
(4.24) 
B (t) - 1 (tc < Nc for all c#p) 
the local routing equations (3.3) reduce to the Standard traffic equations 
(4.1) with solution y(j |m)=Aj for all j when none of the clusters is 
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saturated. With one congested cluster, say C , and y(i|m)=0 if t —N and 
ieCp both the left and right-hand side of (3.3) become 0 for j^Cp, while 
for jeCp with t_—N„-l it simply reduces also to the traffic equations 
(4.1). Expressions (3.5) and (3.6) thus hold restricted to S and with 
*(n) - II [Aj"1 (4.25) 
(ii) Cyclic routing; minimal workloads 
Assume that the routing from one cluster to another is cyclic such as 
illustrated above for P=3. Each cluster C , however, always requires a 
minimal workload of at least N jobs as can be practical for work-
load balancing. With S given by 
S - {n|sp > Mp, p-1 P} 
(4.26) 
V P + I (t) = Ktp > Mp), 
where 3+1=1, the l o c a l r o u t i n g equat ions r e s t r i c t e d to S become for jeC : 
y ( j |m) l( tp>Mp) - lieCp_1 y ( i |m) 1 (tp^M,) P i j (4.27) 
which are satisfied by y(j |m)=Aj as per (4.1). Again, (3.5) and (3.6) 
thus apply with f(n) given by (4.25). 
(iii) One entry and departure station (cf. [26]) 
Though the framework in [26] and its multi-class extension in [17] is 
somewhat different from the set-up herein, below it will be illustrated 
that it fits in the present. Essentially, the blocking comes down to that 
of example 4.2 (ii) within local subnetworks, while blocking is not 
involved between subnetworks. To highlight the transformation, the 
presentation is slightly different from that in section 4 of [26]. 
Consider a network of Z disjoint so-called subnetworks where each 
subnetwork, say the z-th, has a number of Lz parallel processors, called 
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branches labeled (z,1),...,(z,mz), one entry node labeled (z,e) and one 
departure node, labeled (z,d), 
(z,e) (z,v) (z,d) • 
Figure 11 
Jobs route from one subnetwork q to another subnetwork z according to 
routing probabilities aqz . Consider a fixed subnetwork z. Let nzv 
denote the number of jobs at the v-th branch (processor) and 
nz=nz + . . .+nzm ). Then upon service completion at the entry node ez a 
job is routed to the v-th branch with probability: 
0zvhzv(nzv) hz(nz) (4.28) 
where ^ zv are arbitrary probabilities and hzv(.) and h(.) arbitrary nonne-
gative functions. In contrast with [26], we do not require these probabi-
lities to sum up to one which imposes linearity conditions upon the func-
tions h (see theorem 3 of [26]. Strict blocking is thus allowed in which 
case the job has to undergo a new service at the entry node. 
Let [y1 7Z) be a solution, unique up to normalization of 
7Z - Zq 7q aqz (Z-1.....Z) (4.29) 
We now reformulate the above network in the terminology of section 2 as 
follows. For each z-th subnetwork consider each processor v-l,...,mz, the 
entry node ez and departure node dz as a separate cluster where for 
clarity we identify the corresponding two-dimensional labeling 
(z,l) (z,mz) , (z,e) , (z,d) with the one dimensional numbering j for 
separate stations. Then 
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»(«..).c«.v>(t> = n B V(t z v) hz (tzl+...+tzm ) (4.30) 
z 
and B (.) = 1 otherwise, parametrizes the branching and blocking de-
scribed above. The local routing ewquations (3.3) now become for z=l,...,Z 
and v=l,...,mz: 
y(z,v|m) = y(z,e|m) B ( 8 t ,, p ( E > V ) (t) > 
y(z,e|m) - £ q y(q,d|rö) aq , '• (4.31) 
y(z,d|m) = Xv y(z,v|m). •> 
With n z v = min{k|hzv(k)=0} and Nz - min{k|hz(k)=0}, and 
S = {n|npV < N p v , v=l, . . . ,mp ; tipi + . . .+npm < Np , n-M'} , 
these local equations restricted to S, the reversibility condition (3.5) 
and thus also the product form result (3.6) are easily verified by 
choosing tf(n)=0 for n^S and 
*(n) = n [7,] nz hz(k-i) x 
z-1 k-1 
m z nzv nzv 
H [/3ZV ] n h z v (k-l) (n e S). (4.32) 
v=i k-i 
Remark 4.3 Extensions such as to a common entry node for various sub-
network as in [26] and to multi-class and hierarchical subnetwork struc-
turing as in [17] can also be transformed in a similar manner. 
Remark 4.4 At first glance one may be amazed about the fact that no rout-
ing condition at all, such as reversibility, is required to route from one 
subnetwork to another. However, the implicit condition to this end is that 
blocking is allowed only within subnetworks. There, the special entry-
parallel processor-departure structure is essentially a reversible one as 
in example 4.2 (ii). 
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5. Extensions 
5.1. Open systems. Similar results can be derived for open networks. To 
this end, one can either use Standard limiting arguments or one can in-
clude an extra station to represent the exterior of the network. The main 
difference will arise in relation (3.3) in which an extra term at either 
side is to be included. By introducing corresponding local solutions 
y(0|m) the results in the remainder can then be adapted easily. For exam-
ple, the open analog of example 4.3(i) is a tandem of two finite Jackson 
networks. 
5.2. Multi-job classes. Clearly, when multi-jobclasses are allowed while 
jobs of one class route independently from other jobclasses, the above 
results directly transfer per jobclass. However, in practical situations 
with multiple jobclasses, interferences of different jobclasses is most 
common. In order to extend the present results to these situations, (e.g. 
similarly to [3], [8], [11], [15], [17], [18]), a more refined notion of 
station-class balance is to be applied. Similar results can then be 
derived in analogy with the job-local-balance analysis in [11]. 
5.3 Non-exponentia1 servicing. It is well-known that product form expres-
sions, as based upon station or local balance notions in the exponential 
case, remain valid without exponentiality assumptions provided "locally 
balanced", such as so-called "symmetrie" service disciplines, are in order 
(e.g. [1], [2], [6], [8], [14], [15], [16]). Based upon the station 
balance property (3.1), this latter statement applies just as well in the 
present setting. For example, with each station behaving as an infinite 
server queue with the capacity limitations taken into account, the product 
form expression (3.6) can be shown to be insensitive for service distribu-
tional forms. More precisely, it applies with ^(n)-!^!n2!...%!]"1. 
Evaluation 
Closed queueing networks are studied in which groups of stations rather 
than individual stations have capacity limitations, for instance due to a 
common storage pool or commonly shared resource such as frequently arising 
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in communication, computer or manufacturing applications. A general condi-
tion is derived, based upon a notion of station balance, which guarantees 
a product form expression. This condition is given purely in terms of 
local solutions of state dependent routing equations. As explicit expres-
sions for these local solutions are often obtainable, a practical tooi for 
investigating the existence and computation of a product form is thus 
provided. A number of novel product form examples with blocking is so de-
rived. Particularly, examples with non-reversible routing both within 
clusters and in between clusters are concluded, thus relaxing the Standard 
restrictive reversibility conditions for a product form to hold in queue-
ing networks with blocking. Extensions to open, non-exponential and multi 
jobclasses are possible. 
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